How does modification of adenine by hydroxyl radical influence the stability and the nature of stacking interactions in adenine-cytosine complex?
This study reports on ab initio calculations of adenine-cytosine complexes in two different context alignments appearing in B-DNA. The influence of adenine modification by hydroxyl radical on the stability of the complexes is also discussed. The analysis was performed on over 40 crystallographic structures for each of the sequence contexts. In most cases, modification of adenine by hydroxyl radical leads to less negative intermolecular interaction energies. The issue of the influence of alteration of structural base step parameters on the stability of modified and unmodified adenine-cytosine complexes is also addressed. Analysis of the dependence of intermolecular interaction energy on base step parameters reveals that for twist and shift modification of adenine by hydroxyl radical leads to quite different interaction energy profiles in comparison with unmodified complexes. In order to elucidate the physical origins of this phenomenon, i.e. to analyze how the modification of adenine by hydroxyl radical is reflected in the change of intermolecular interaction energy components, a variational-perturbational decomposition scheme was applied at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory.